Abstract. Turing machine space complexity is related to circuit depth complexity. The relationship complements the known connection between Turing machine time and circuit size, thus enabling us to expose the related nature of some important open problems concerning Turing machine and circuit complexity. We are also able to show some connection between Turing machine complexity and arithmetic complexity.
and NOT (7) . (See Savage [23, pp. 662, 663] .) We can have arbitrary fan-out and allow the constants {true, false} as inputs. By associating true with '1' and false with '0', we think of every Boolean circuit as realizing a function f: {0, 1} --> {0, 1}. That is, let A {0,1} we say A is realized by circuit C if C has n nonconstant input nodes (labeled x x) and C accepts (i.e. outputs 1 -true) iff x ix2.., x, is in A". As a notational convenience, if A _ {0, 1}*, let A" :A f-I{0,
The size of a circuit C is the number of interior nodes or gates, and the depth of C is the length of the longest path in C. We will also have need to encode a circuit C as a string in {0,1}*. This can be done in a straightforward way; i.e. topologically order the network, give addresses to each of the nodes, and then a circuit can be given as a sequence of instructions.
If the output of C depends on all n inputs x,..., x,, the size of C must be ->_ n 1; it follows that I1--> d size C. log size C for some constant d > 0. (Note that the chosen basis implies fan-in =< 2.)
Finally, we let SIZEa (n) (respectively DEPTHa (n)) be the minimum size (depth) required for a circuit to realize A". Using this notation, we recall the time-size simulation result.
THEOREM 1 (Fischer and Pippenger [7] Let be the number of a configuration corresponding to the input head being on square k. Then wk is directly connected to xij iff there is a move from configuration to only when the kth input bit is 1. wk is negated and then connected to x 0. iff there is a move from configuration to f only when the kth input is 0. w is not connected to x0 iff there is (is not) a move from configuration to j independent of the value of the kth input bit. In this case x0 is set to the appropriate constant.
Let 1 be the number of the starting configuration and let ft. (1 <-j <_-r) correspond to accepting configurations. By using log (N-1) levels of Boolean matrix multiplication, it is well known that an N x N transitive closure circuit requires only log 2 N depth. Also, an N-way 'OR' can obviously be realized with depth log N. The theorem follows since N q n S (n). s s(n) and therefore log N < d S (n). Remark Cn (where C, realizes A n) is computable by a deterministic $(n) space bounded transducer if $(n) is tape constructible. This follows because of the "uniformly constructive" nature of the log Open Problem 2. Let A be recognized by a deterministic S (n) tape, T(n) time bounded machine. Can we realize A by circuits with SIZEA (n) ciT(n) k' and (simultaneously) DEPTHa (n)2T(n) k2 for some constants cl, c2, kl, k2. 9 Let -<-log represent log space reducibility (see Jones and Laaser [12] Cook [3] , Jones and Laaser [12] and Ladner [29] exhibit a variety of natural sets which are log space complete for P. We can define an analogous concept for circuits. Namely, let us say that B is depth completeforpolynomial size circuits if (i) SIZEB (n)<=p(n) for some polynomial p.
(ii) Let A be such that SIZEA (n)<=p(n) for some polynomial pl. Then there exist constants c and k, and a polynomial q such that for all n there is an n-input circuit Tn with the following properties: (a) depth Tn _-< log k n
Note" of course, we would like k 1.
(b) T, outputs (yl,...,yN)=/((xl, ...,x.)) and (zl,...,zN)= fz((X,''' ,x,)) for some fixed N<-q(n). (c) there is a unique output z,, with value 1 and for this m we have x x,, in A" iff y ym in Bin.
Our definition has been chosen so that the construction in Theorem 3 immediately yields" COROLLARY 1. If B is log space complete for P, then B is depth complete for polynomial size circuits.
We think of depth (log space) complete sets as being "hardest polynomially computable sets" with respect to depth (space) requirements. Ladner defines the following "circuit value problem" and shows it to be log space complete for P:
V {x
x. ]C outputs true on input x Xn}. 3. Relating open problems in Turing machine and circuit complexity. As usual, we let DTIME (T(n)) (respectively, DSPACE (S(n)), NSPACE (S(n)) denote the class of languages accepted in deterministic Time T(n) (respectively, deterministic and nondeterministic space S(n)). Analogously, define SIZE(T(n)) {BISIZEB(n <-c. T(n) for some constant c} and DEPTH(S(n)) Downloaded 07/04/13 to 128.100.3.42. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php {BIDEPTHn(n)_-< c. S(n)}. We first want to complete the relationship between TM space and circuit depth and thus we need a "converse" to Theo- DEFINITION. We say that A is uniformly in DEPTH (S(n)) if there is a constant c such that for all n, there is a circuit C, of depth -< c $ (n) realizing A" and, moreover, C, can be generated in deterministic space S(n); i.e. the transformation 1" -C, is deterministic S (n) space computable. THEOREM 4. Suppose A is uniformly in DEPTH (S(n)), $(n)>= log n. Then A is in DSPACE (S(n)).
Note. We view this as a "converse" to Theorem 2 for that result can be stated
Proof. Given an input w x x,, we apply Lemma 1. Now whenever we need to know the ith bit of C, (as in the lemma), we compute it (in the required space) by using the uniformity hypothesis.
It is well-known that one can define arbitrarily complex or nonrecursive sets A such that for all n, A" & or A" Z". Since a trivial circuit realizes A" for each n, it is clear that A in DEPTH (S(n)) does not imply that A in DSPACE (S'(n)) for any $'(n)>-S(n). In order to relate space and depth, we chose to assert a uniformity condition on the circuits. There is another choice. Following Schnorr [25] , Meyer and Stockmeyer [17] suggest "making the Turing machines nonuniform" by giving them oracles. Then they observe that our Theorems 2 and 4 can be modified as follows"
(a) If A is recognized by a nondeterministic $ (n) space bounded TM M with a {0, 1}* oracle, then A is in DEPTH (S(n)2).
(b) If A is in DEPTH (S(n)), then A is recognized by a deterministic $(n) space bounded TM M with a {0, 1}* oracle. In (b), the oracle is used to encode the appropriate efficient circuit. In both (a) and (b) we count the space needed for the oracle tape questions. This formulation does have a very nice mathematical appeal. We have, however, chosen to assert the uniformity of circuits because from a "practical" point of view, experience tells us that if we can show A is in DEPTH (S(n)), then we usually can show A is uniformly in DEPTH (S(n)). The same choice also exists for the TIME-SIZE relationship. Here "uniformly in SIZE (T(n))" means that we can generate the appropriate circuit description in deterministic time T(n). Then we can relate uniform size and time or (see Schnorr [25] ) we can instead relate size and time of Turing machines with oracles. Using Schnorr's [25] model, nonuniformity takes form in a {0, 1}* oracle explicitly listed on a separate tape; Meyer [16] shows that with the more conventional model which uses a separate tape for inputs to an oracle, nonuniformity for time takes form in a {0}* oracle.
We can use Theorems 2 and 4 to make explicit the role of transitive closure in Savitch's [24] construction. Throughout the remainder of this paper we let a (1 _<-a _-<2) be such that the NN transitive closure problem can be realized (uniformly) with depth -<_ c log N.
COROLLARY 2. Let a be as above. Then NSPACE (S(n)) _ DSPACE (S (n)) ]'or all tape constructible S (n ) >-log n.
Proof. Let M be a nondeterministic S (n) space bounded TM accepting A. For every input w x x, we can generate a circuit C, corresponding to M, w (as in Theorem 2). By hypothesis, this can be done in deterministic space S(n), and depth C,, <-c. S(n)' for some constant c (see the remarks following Theorem 2).
That is, A is uniformly in DEPTH (S(n)') and hence A is in DSPACE (S (n)'). More constructively, by using Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, we can produce a deterministic S(n)' tape bounded machine M' recognizing A. 71 One of the most important problems in computational complexity concerns efficient space simulations of time bounded computations. In particular, there is a conjecture that DTIME(T(n))c_.DSPACE(log'T(n)) for some constant k.
(Indeed, k 1 is still possible.) Cook [3] , and Cook and Sethi [4] present important evidence that the conjecture is false, and this represents the concensus of opinion at this time. On the positive side, Hopcroft, Paul and Valiant [10] have shown that DTIME (T(n))_c DSPACE T(n)/log T(n)). Independent of this result (and independent of our observations), Paterson and Valiant [19] proved that SIZE (T(n))c_ DEPTH (T(n)/log T(n)), noting that their result only had significance when T(n) n. The known relationships between TIME-SIZE, and SPACE-DEPTH are not refined enough to show that either of these results follows from the other, but we can show that the problems are related.
CorOLLAI' 3. Suppose DTIME (n) _ NSPACE (S(n)). Then SIZE (T(n)) _ DEPTH (S'(n)) uniformly for any time constructible T(n) where S'(n) [S(T(n) log 3 T(n))] .H ere uniformly means that the required cS'(n) depth circuit can be constructed in deterministic space S'(n ). Recall a <= 2. Proof. Given a T(n) size circuit C, we encode it as a word C of length =< c. T(n). log T(n). A straightforward circuit simulation by a TM can be performed in deterministic time rn 2, where rn is tile length of the circuit description.
Recently, Pippenger [21] showed how to recognize the circuit value problem V in time rn log 2 m. By hypothesis, and using a standard translation argument, we have DTIME (T(n))_ DSPACE (S[ T(n)]). Hence there is a deterministic TM M recognizing V in space S (m log m); in particular, x x, # C will be accepted or rejected in space S (m log 2 m) S (T(n) log 3 T(n)). Hence there is a circuit C' of depth c S'(n) which realizes x x, # C. Finally we can fix the input gates for C and the resulting circuit has depth <-c S'(n).
For example, we have "DTIME(n)_NSPACE(logn) implies SIZE (T(n))_ DEPTH (log T(n)) uniformly". 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose SIZE (n)_c_ DEPTH (S(n)) uniformly. Then DTIME (T(n))_ DSPACE (S[T(n). log T(n)])for all constructible T(n).
Proof. Let M be T(n) time bounded. We construct an equivalent M'. M' on input w Xl... x, constructs a circuit C, of size c T(n)log T(n) according to the Fischer-Pippenger simulation. ( We claim with their oblivious T. log T machine that this can be done in space log T(n).) Then, by hypothesis, we construct an equivalent circuit C', of depth d S[ T(n). log T(n)] and finally apply Lemma 1 or Theorem 4 to produce the desired M'.
Again, for example, "SIZE(n)DEPTH(logkn) uniformly implies DTIME (T(n))_ DSPACE (log k T(n))". Note that Corollary 4 is "almost good enough" to derive the Hopcroft, Paul and Valiant 10] result from the Paterson and Valiant [19] construction. (The latter construction can be realized in space n/log n). Summarizing, we have shown that the TIME-SPACE problem for Turing machines is "roughly" equivalent to an "efficiently constructive" version of the SIZE-DEPTH problem for circuits.
Circuits with a fan-out 1 restriction correspond to formulas. Spira [26] has shown that a formula of size T(n) >-_ n can be transformed to an equivalent formula of depth =< c log T(n). (Consider also Brent's [30] arithmetic complexity) and x can obviously be realized with size (or sequential time) k. However, if one restricts attention to functions of small degree, the size-depth question is meaningful. Throughout the remainder of this discussion, let us restrict our attention to the computation of multivariate polynomials or rational functions p(x,. , x) of degree _-< n. (Also, if we do not allow arbitrary constants in Q as inputs, then we should also restrict the coefficients occurring in p.) To argue the case that arithmetic complexity and the more traditional studies of computational complexity are related, let us consider a current problem concerning parallel arithmetic computations. Csanky [5] Proof. Let Munro [18] and Fischer and Meyer [6] but "mod n n'' arithmetic is n. log n bit arithmetic and costs depth log n. Instead following another suggestion by S. Cook, we can simulate the arithmetic modpi (1 <-i <= m) where {pi,..., p,,} are the first m primes and l-f" P >-n n. Since by the prime number theorem the number of primes less than x is asymptotically equal to x/log x, this can certainly be done with p,, <-cn log 2 n.
(In the case of rational constants q r/s, we must make sure that s -1 mod Pi exists; that is, we choose our {pg} so that no such s is equal to 0 mod p. Since we are only considering circuits with L (n) <= log 2 n, the size of the circuit is <-n g" and so we need only avoid at most n g" "bad primes".) The depth cost of the modp arithmetic results in a log log n factor. We do not need to reconstruct any ffj since di =0 iff d0 modp =0 for all p. Thus a transitive closure circuit of depth L (n). log log n can be constructed (by a deterministic L (n) tape TM). Corollary [8] ). The present consensus is that this is very unlikely; that is, NSPACE (S(n )) DSPACE (S(n )) for constructible S(n), and indeed any improvement to Savitch's NSPACE (S(n))_ DSPACE (S(n)2) would be a significant result for "traditional computational complexity".
Looking at Sch6nhage's observation on how to use A-1 to compute A", one sees that a depth efficient circuit for A can be composed of a c log n depth transformation (yl,'", Ym)=f((xl, X,)) followed by a circuit for A -1. In other words, we can define a reducibility for arithmetic circuits (as we could for Boolean circuits but here m should only depend on n) in analogy to the log space TM reducibility. Motivated by Corollary 1, and Paterson and Valiant [19] , we are led to ask the following questions.
Open Problem 3. Is there a "natural" class of polynomial or rational functions which are depth complete for polynomial size arithmetic circuits? Can every rational function computable in size T(n) be computed in depth T(n)/log T(n)? (Note: we are still only considering rational functions f(xl,''' ,x,)of degree-< n.) Is depth logT(n) possible?
In general, one cannot expect that positive results for Boolean computations always have arithmetic analogues. For example, Pippenger [20] shows that every Boolean symmetric function on n variables has formula size _-< n :'6 (and hence depth -< c. log n) whereas [22] , Hartmanis and Simon [9] and more recently Chandra and Stockmeyer [2] , Kozen [13] , and Tourlakis [28] ), that parallel time and space are roughly equivalent within a polynomial factor. The simplicity of the circuit model focuses our attention on the importance of the transitive closure problem. As a result, we have been able to unify a number of open problems in computational complexity. We also claim that questions in "traditional" computational complexity have relevance .to arithmetic complexity and conversely. 
